This report is a brief summary of the activities conducted in the month of November 2019. These implementations clearly identifies that in eleven months we have impacted the community and people live within it. Now let’s take a sample of these activities and this month starts with ‘No’, meaning that enough is enough for all the challenges we have been experiencing in the year 2019. So, join us in the campaign of saying and acting ‘No’ to…;

- Our candidates sat Primary Leaving Examinations
- We have taught with passion
- We say No to stop in primary but joining secondary only $300 needed for each per year.
- No more lacking of staff salary and facilitation only $100 needed for each per month
Finally we have done a lot this year 2019, we have offered services to our people using our respective programs and we believe to continue doing well. We are inviting you to the launch of our first album we named ‘Tusiimye nyo abazadde’ meaning we are appreciative to the parents. You’re the parent and you’re invited on 6th/12/2019 at Shima Campus the home of Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa – GOFA.

This album is aiming at fundraising for the construction of our school latrine, the album is consists of four songs namely; the proud of Graben, Mothers are heroes, the actions of worriers and we are appreciative to the parents.

You do not need to first reach the grounds of Shima Campus, but still you can contribute to this cause through use of the technology. We love you more.